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Hand And Palm Map 
 
Map Legends And Locations 
 
1) Finger of Jupiter - The first finger. 
2) Ring of Solomon - Located around the 
base of the Jupiter finger. 
3) Phalange of Will - The first or nail 
phalange of the Thumb. 
4) Mount of Jupiter - Located at the base 
of the Jupiter finger. 
5) Girdle of Venus - Starts between the 
Mercury finger and the Sun finger, and 
ends between the Jupiter finger and the 
Saturn finger. 
6) Phalange of Logic - Second phalange 
of the Thumb. 
7) Lower Mount of Mars - Located 
between the Mount of Jupiter and the 
Mount of Venus. 
8) Life Line - Starts below the Mount of 
Jupiter and ends by curving around the 
lower part of the Mount of Venus. 
9) Mars Line - Runs parallel to the Life 
Line. 
10) Mount of Venus - Located at the base 
of the second phalange of the Thumb (It is, 
in fact, the third phalange of the Thumb). 
11) Via Lasciva (Milky way) - Starts at 
the bottom of the Mount of Venus and runs 
across the palm, with a slight upward 
slope, to the lower part of the Mount of The Moon. 
12) Bracelets (Rascettes) - Located on the wrist, running across the wrist, below the Mount of Venus 
and the Mount of the Moon. 
13) Finger of Saturn - The second finger. 
14) Finger of Sun (Apollo) - The third finger. 
15) Finger of Mercury - The fourth finger. 
16) Ring of Saturn - Located around the base of the Saturn finger. 
17) Mount of Saturn - Located at the base of the Saturn finger. 
18) Mount of the Sun (Apollo) - Located at the base of the Sun (Apollo) finger. 
19) Heart Line - Starts between the Mount of Mercury and the upper Mount of Mars, and runs across 
the palm towards the Mount of Jupiter. 
20) Mount of Mercury - Located at the base of the Mercury finger. 
21) Head Line - Starts between the Mount of Jupiter and the lower Mount of Mars, and runs across 
the hand towards the Mount of the Moon. 
22) Child Lines - Vertical lines located between the Mount of Mercury and the Upper Mount of Mars. 
23) Marriage Lines - Horizontal lines located between the Mount of Mercury and the upper Mount of 
Mars. 
24) Health Line (Hepatica) - Starts lower in the hand, and runs towards the Mount of Mercury. 
25) Line of Intuition - Runs between the upper part of the Mount of the Moon (Luna) and the lower 
part of the Mount of the Moon (Luna). 
26) Upper Mount of Mars - Located between the Mount of Mercury and the Mount of the Moon. 
27) Fate Line - Starts lower in the hand, and runs towards the Mount of Saturn. 
28) Sun Line (Apollo) - Starts lower in the hand, and runs towards the Mount of the Sun. 
29) Mount of the Moon (Luna) - Located below the upper Mount of Mars and follows the hand's 
percussion. 
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Hand Types 
 
Physical/Practical Hand (Earth) - square palm, short fingers. 
 
Emotional/Intuitive Hand (Water) - long palm, short fingers. 
 
Mental/Intellectual Hand (Fire) - square palm, long fingers. 
 
Spiritual/Sensitive Hand (Air) - long palm, long fingers. 
 
Mixed Hand - mixture of above. 
 

--()-- 
 

Fingers and Mounts 
 
Jupiter (First finger and Mount) - expansion, ambition, organisation, business, and leadership 
(domination and despotic). 
 
Mars (Mounts, Upper and Lower) - drive (aggression, destruction, manipulation), passion, practical 
and mechanical, and less mental.  
 
Mercury (Fourth finger and Mount) - communication (lies), mentality, travel, athletics, science, 
medicine, invention, and business. 
 
Moon, Luna (Mount) - imagination (illusion), disposition, psychic, sensitive, thinker (a wandering 
rational or irrational mind), mental health, travel, and fiction writing (creative art in all forms). 
 
Saturn (Second finger and Mount) - restriction, discipline, testing, morbidity, pessimism, and criticism. 
 
Sun, Apollo (Third finger and Mount) - creativity, the arts, and optimism. 
 
Thumb - will (First/nail phalange), and logic (second phalange). 
 
Venus (Mount) - affection, feeling, family, romance, love, grace, charm, close relational influences, 
and sex. 
 

--()-- 
 

Lines 
 
Affection (Influence Line) - ability to give affection. 
 
Bracelets (Rascettes) (Minor Line) - luck, health, wealth, hedonism, and travel.  
 
Child (Line) - children. 
 
Compassion (Line) - compassion and healing ability. 
 
Double Major Or Minor Lines - multiple paths of development. 
 
Event (Line) - event linked to one of the major or minor lines. 
 
Fate (Major Line) - life unfoldment, events, and challenges. 
 
Hair (Line) - minor influence. 
 
Head (Major Line) - intelligence, the mind, and health. 
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Health, Hepatica (Minor Line) - health. 
 
Heart (Major Line) - emotion, love, romance, and health. 
 
Influence (Influence Line) - the influence of others. 
 
Intuition (Rare Line) - psychic, spiritual, and clairvoyant ability. 
 
Life (Major Line) - life energy, vitality, events, and health. 
 
Marriage (Line) - serious relationships. 
 
Mars (Minor Line) - strengthens the life line. 
 
Travel (Line) - travel. 
 
Via Lasciva (Milky Way) (Minor Line) - indication of the desire for wealth, money, and sensual 
pleasure. 
 

--()-- 
 

Rings and Girdles 
 
Saturn (Rare Ring) - blocking. 
 
Solomon (Rare Ring) - intuition and wisdom. 
 
Venus (Girdle) - passion. 
 

--()-- 
 

Markings 
 
Bar - block, opposition, and barrier. 
 
Break - change in circumstances, transformation, ending, or discontinuation. 
 
Chain - alternating enthusiasm and lethargy, weakness, poor health, and indecision. 
 
Circle (Rare) - A very rare sign. A similar effect as that of an island (negative), except when found on 
the Sun (Apollo) Line or the Mount of Apollo (Sun). Then it represents the sun and brings success and 
good fortune. 
 
Companion Line - strength and help from an association. 
 
Cross (Rare) - ending, failure, shock and upheaval. 
 
Dot - temporary cessation, traumatic event (illness, surgery, etc), especially nervous system. 
 
Double Line - reinforcing, and strengthening. 
 
Faint Line - weakening. 
 
Fork - diversity, contradictions, and divisions of interest. 
 
Grille (Rare) - block, confusion, and lack of direction. 
 
Island - period of stress, traumatic event (illness, disease, injury, etc), poor health, and weakness. 
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Mystic Cross (Rare) - intuition, psychic, spiritual, and clairvoyant ability. 
 
Spot - temporary cessation, traumatic event (illness, surgery, etc), especially nervous system.  
 
Square - strength, preservation, and protection. 
 
Star (Rare) - sudden happenings and energy, positive or negative emphasis, triumph or tragedy. 
 
Tassel - weakening. 
 
Triangle (Rare) - positive emphasising, harmony, peace, and good fortune. 
 
Trident (Rare) - success and good fortune. 
 
End 
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